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Abstract
This paper presents a hierarchical case representation using a context guided retrieval method. The performance of this method is
compared to that of a simpler flat file representation using standard nearest neighbour retrieval. The estimation of construction costs of
light industrial buildings is used as the test domain. Each case in the system has approximately 400 features. These are structured into a
hierarchical case representation that holds more general contextual features at its top and specific building elements at its leaves. Problems
are decomposed into sub-problems and solutions recomposed into a final solution. Comparative results show that the context guided retrieval
method using the hierarchical case representation is significantly more accurate than the simpler flat file representation using standard nearest
neighbour retrieval. 䉷 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
This paper presents results that compare the accuracy of a
hierarchical case representation using context guided retrieval with the accuracy of a flat case representation using
standard nearest neighbour retrieval. The data presented in
this paper is more extensive than that presented in a recent
paper by the same authors [1].
Representing cases as a set of constituent pieces [2, 3],
snippets [4–6] or footprints [7, 8], instead of as a single
large entity, has long been proposed as a way of improving
the effectiveness of a CBR system. These parts, when represented as separate structured cases, can be represented,
retrieved and recomposed separately to create new solutions
[9–12]. Some systems, for example, CADSYN, explicitly
take into account the context of a snippet or sub-problem to
reduced constraint problems when recomposing solutions
[13].
Many successful CBR systems use relatively simple case
representations of attribute–value pairs stored in flat files or
record structures similar to those of a conventional database.
There are good reasons for this. A primary one is, that for
many commercial applications, the knowledge engineering
effort required to create case-bases must be kept to a minimum. These case representations may be characterised as
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being knowledge-poor. That is they do not contain many (or
any) structures that describe the relationships or constraints
between case features. However, these case representations
usually describe relatively simple cases with few indexed
features, perhaps in the order of ten to twenty indexed
features.
As the number of indexed case features increases (i.e. the
number of features that are predictive of a case’s solution or
outcome) the utility of this knowledge-poor approach
reduces. As the problem space increases, from say a 20
dimensional space to a 200 dimensional space it becomes
statistically less likely that a close matching case will exist.
Thus, a retrieve and propose CBR system (i.e. one without
adaptation) may be proposing a relatively distant solution. If
adaptation is used, the adaptation efflort or distance will
increase correspondingly, possibly reducing the accuracy
or utility of the solution. This is illustrated in the two figures
below, after [14] (page 8). Fig. 1, shows, on the left, a
relatively small problem space and assumes a similar
sized solution space. Notice that the retrieval distance (the
arrow labelled R) and the adaptation distance (the arrow
labelled A) are both quite short. As the size of the problem
space increases (shown on the right) the retrieval and adaptation distances may increase, as shown by the lengths of the
arrows.
Moreover, as has been reported by [15] there is often an
inverse relationship between the number of cases in a casebase and the number of indexed features in the cases. This is
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Fig. 1. Small and large problem & solution spaces, after [14] (page 8).

because it often harder to collect a few large cases than it is
to collect hundreds of small cases. Thus, case coverage is
often likely to be lower in a large problem space than in a
small problem space. This may cause the case-base to return
a mediocre match that will require considerable adaptation,
resulting in poorer solutions.
A potential solution to this problem is the divide and
conquer approach. This suggests that, where suitable, a
large problem is divided into several smaller sub-problems,

each of which can be solved separately using CBR. The subsolutions can then be combined to produce an accurate solution to the entire problem [13]. A key assumption for this
approach is that the sub-problems are not highly constrained
one upon the other, so that they can be solved independently
(i.e. that the problem can be sensibly decomposed and the
solution recomposed). This approach may be visualised as
in Fig. 2.
The advantage of this approach is that each individual

Fig. 2. Problem decomposition and solution recomposition.
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Fig. 3. Schematic of the hierarchical case representation.

sub-problem is represented by a case-base that is significantly smaller (in terms of problem and solution space
size) than if the whole problem were represented by a single
case-base. Because each sub-problem space has fewer case
features, the theory predicts, that each individual sub-case
retrieval distance will be shorter than for the un-decomposed problem. Therefore, the adaptation distance will be
shorter and a better sub-solution will be generated. Assuming there are no conflicting constraints, the recomposition of
sub-solutions will produce a better solution than would have
been obtained by using a single large case-base. One way
that has been suggested to reduce constraint problems with
solution recomposition is to use contextual information to
guide retrieval [15–20]. The argument being, that if cases
share similar contexts, this will reduce constraint problems
during solution recomposition.
The purpose of the study presented in this paper was to
quantitatively assess the accuracy of a CBR system that uses
a hierarchical case representation and context-guided retrieval to decompose a complex problem and recompose a solution. The accuracy of this complex case representation and
retrieval technique is compared to that of a simple flat
record of attribute–value pairs using a standard nearest
neighbour retrieval algorithm. The evaluation will show
that the more complex representation and retrieval method
out performs the simpler representation, thereby justifying
the knowledge engineering and programming efFort put
into it.

2. The problem domain
For this study we selected the estimation of the construction costs of light industrial warehousing as a suitable
domain. These buildings are used as storage and distribution
warehouses, as low cost retail buildings, and as light industrial factory units. They were suitable for this study for the
following reasons:
• Warehouses are strictly functional buildings with
aesthetic issues being very secondary (i.e. they rarely
win design prizes). Consequently, cost is a more important issue than for most other building types.
• They are constructed using steel frames that are produced
in standard sizes along with many other components (e.g.
roofing sheets) that are also produced in standard sizes.
• The buildings are structurally fairly simple and consequently the constraints between different building
elements are small. This therefore suggested that divided
and conquer would be appropriate.
• The cost of a building is derived directly from the cost of
its sub-assemblies. Thus, the problem decomposes naturally. This is supported by the way that cost estimators
usually work. They calculate the cost of each sub-assembly and sum them to obtain a total cost.
• Finally, we had access to a cost estimating computer
system for this building type. This has significant methodological importance and will be discussed later.
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Table 1
A selection of attributes from the project context case definition
Attribute

Value(s)

Data Type

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Case_No
Number_key
Source_cases
Name_of_Project
Site_Address
Site_Post_Code
Client
Client_Address
Client_Post_Code
Type_of_warehouse
Type_of_occupier
Use

cat-nir:capitols
cat:integer-or-nil
default
default
default
default
default
default
default
catnl:wh-type
catnl:occupier
catnl:use

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.

Storage_Category
Region
Construction_period
Project_duration
Project_Cost_limit
Tender_Month
Tender_Year
Actual_project_cost
Total_variations
Completed_duration
Completed_date
Type_of_contract
Gross_Floor_Area
Gross_office_area
Type_of_Structure

—
66.
67.
68.
69.

—
Structural_Engineer
Services_Engineer
Other_Consultants
Contractor

Value per project
Unique integer value per case per case-base
List of cases
Text
Text
Text
Text
Text
Text
StorageDistributionRetail
Owner occupierTenant occupierDeveloper
Basic materialsCompleted — goodsPerishable — goodsEquipmentRetail
goodsElectronic — ComponentsRe-distribution — Goods
FlammableNon-flammableChemical FlammableChemical Non-flammable
List of regions (BCIS)
Months
Months
£
List of Months
1983–1998
£
£
Months
Text
List of Contract Types
m2
m2
Portal FramePropped Portal — FrameSteel Frame and JoistsClear Span —
FrameStructural Steel — FrameTimber Frame
—
Text
Texd
Text
Text

3. The case representation
The system, called Nirmani, was implemented in
ART*Enterprise, from BrightWare (http://www.brightware.com), on Windows 95 [21]. The environment provides an
object-oriented knowledge-based development environment, that supports objects, rules (a forward chaining Rete
algorithm), a procedural programming environment, casebased reasoning (nearest neighbour), a GUI builder, and an
ODBC database interface [22]. Representing cases hierarchically is a popular approach to the use and reuse of
sub-cases (e.g. [5, 23, 24]). A building in Nirmani is a
meta-case, consisting of a hierarchy of cases and subcases. At the top of the hierarchy is the Project Context
case. The second level contains the Architectural Context
and Estimating Context cases representing the perspectives
(or views) of architects and cost estimators. A third level
decomposes the design into functional spaces and aesthetic
requirements hierarchies and the estimating problem into an
industry standard elemental classification hierarchy [25].

catnl:st-cat
catnl:regions
cat:float-or-nil
cat:float-or-nil
cat:integer-or-nil
catnl:months
cat-nir:year1983-1998
cat:integer-or-nil
cat:integer-or-nil
cat:float-or-nil
default
catnl:contract
cat:integer-or-nil
cat:integer-or-nil
catnl:struct-type
—
default
default
default
default

Each node in the hierarchy is stored in a separate casebase (shown schematically in Fig. 3). The cases are stored as
records in a relational database external to the system since
this has the benefit of allowing a design organisation to keep
their case data in their existing databases [26]. An object
hierarchy within the system maps to the tables in the database and cases are presented (when required) as instances.
Cases contain attributevalue pairs as case features, as in
Table 1.
A Project Context case describes the environment within
which the project was earned out (features such as the type
of building, its intended function, gross internal floor area
(GIFA), the site conditions, and other features common to
the project context). The second level cases (architectural
and estimating) describe the context of the sub-problems.
The system prefers to retrieve sub-cases with similar
contexts (i.e. with similar parents in the hierarchy) in
order to reduce problems of case adaptation and solution
recomposition due to contextual dissimilarity. The interface
of Nirmani allows cases to be viewed as attribute-value
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Fig. 4. Context guided retrieval.

pairs along with CAD drawings and other multimedia
elements. It supports case comparison using a tabulated
form similar to a spreadsheet.
4. Retrieval
Nirmani provides a variety of retrieval methods, of
which only two are compared in this paper. Full details of
these retrieval methods can be found in [25]. ART*Enterprise uses a nearest neighbour algorithm with weighted
features. Its programming environment gives the developer
considerable control of the algorithm making it a good
environment to explore different retrieval strategies. The
two strategies compared in this paper are described below.
4.1. Default retrieval
This is essentially standard nearest neighbour retrieval.
The user is allowed to select which features are indexed.
These will usually be the majority of the features in the
Project Context case (except the construction cost) plus
some other significant features from other aspects of the
building. For example, the user may want a glazed curtain
wall on the front elevation of the building but have no
definite views or wishes as to the roofing type. The user
may set weights on features reflecting their relative importance to them.
In default retrieval an index is prepared dynamically at
run-time for those case features entered by the user. Feature
comparison is carried out as in normal nearest neighbour
retrieval. A normalised match score for each entire metacase is calculated and the highest ranking cases are then

presented to the user. Only an entire meta-case can then
be selected for adaptation.

4.2. Context guided retrieval
Context guided retrieval proceeds in series of recursive
steps down the hierarchy of the case representation. In the
first step, the features of the Project Context case (at the top
of the hierarchy) are used to retrieve similar Project Context
cases from the Project Context case-base. This is done using
ARM’s standard nearest neighbour algorithm. In the second
step, retrieval of cases from the estimating or architectural
case-bases (the next nodes down the hierarchy) is restricted
to those cases that are the children of the cases found similar
in the first retrieval step. That is, retrieval is limited to those
sub-cases that share similar project contexts (i.e. similar
parents). This process is repeated all the way down the
hierarchy. Retrieval at each level is restricted to those
cases in a case-base that have similar parents (shown schematically in Fig. 4).
This process reduces the search space by enforcing
contextual similarity. However, if a close enough match
cannot be found at any level (this is more likely to occur
at leaf nodes since the number of cases included in the
search may reduce significantly at each level) then the
contextual guiding can be relaxed. This relaxation is
achieved by back tracking up the hierarchy and reducing
the threshold at which similarity is judged acceptable for
the parent case. This will increase the number of cases
allowed into the children’s retrieval process. This relaxation
can proceed all the way to zero, if necessary, allowing
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retrieval from all cases in a child’s case-base, thus removing
the context guidance completely.
5. Adaptation
Cases are ranked and presented to the user. Users are
allowed to select cases and case features for adaptation.
Note that using the default retrieval method only subcases from one meta-case can be used for adaptation.
Whereas, for context guided retrieval, sub-cases from different meta-cases with a similar context can be used. Moreover, using context guided retrieval adaptation can occur at
the elemental unit level of detail, whereas for the default
retrieval adaptation occurs at the level of the project context
case (i.e. only the total estimated construction cost is
adapted). A modification knowledge-base, containing a set
of rules, functions and procedures provides the adaptation.
In general, adaptation is in the form of parameter adjustment
through interpolation. For example, if a retrieved case has
the feature ‘floor finishes’ at a cost of ‘£12 000’ with a GIFA
of ‘2000 m 2’, then the adaptation function will calculate a
rate for floor finishes of ‘£6 per m 2’. This rate can then be
applied to a new case with a difflerent GIFA but a similar
specification for floor finishes.
6. Methodology
In the 1980s and early 1990s Salford University, in collaboration with the Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors
(the RICS is the professional institution for cost estimators
in the UK), developed several knowledge-based construction cost estimation systems. The first of these, a rule-based
system called ELSIE, could estimate the construction costs
of commercial office developments [27]. In a subsequent
development another rule-based system, called ELI, was
developed for estimating the construction costs of light
industrial warehouse units. These systems are sold commercially, by a joint venture company, and have sold over a
thousand copies world-wide.
The RICS commissioned a study to check the accuracy of
the systems [28], which found that their estimates are within
plus or minus 5% of eventual construction costs. This is well
within acceptable error and is a good as the most experienced cost estimators [29]. For our study we used ELI as
both a case generator (i.e. to produce projects to populate
our case-base) and as an evaluator (i.e. to test the accuracy
of the CBR systems).
6.1. Case acquisition
Details of sixty construction projects were obtained from
the Building Construction Cost Information Service (BCIS),
an information service for the UK construction industry.
ELI was used to generate a further twenty hypothetical
construction projects. These projects were carefully

designed to fill in the gaps between the sixty real projects
from the BCIS. These were entered into a database that
Nirmani used for its case data. The projects generated by
ELI were carefully designed so as to create a case-base with
an even case distribution. Thus, projects were created which
had a variety of functions (e.g. dry goods distribution warehouses, cold storage warehouses, flammable goods storage
and distribution, retail warehouses, etc.). The projects
varied in size consistently in graduations of approximately
100 m 2, from 1,500 m 2 to 5,000 m 2. In addition, a range of
construction complexity with additional features, such as
office space, were included. We recognise that this casebase is artificial. We felt that a well distributed case-base
should be analysed before attempting a randomly distributed one.
6.2. Evaluation
Evaluation of the accuracy of Nirmani using the two
retrieval techniques described above was performed as
follows:
New projects (i.e. ones that Nirmani had never seen)
were developed by ELI and hence we knew ELI’s estimation of their construction cost. These were then presented to
Nirmani as new problems for it to estimate. New projects
were developed increments of 250 m 2 from 1500 m 2 to
5000 m 2. Five projects were developed in each size range,
each with a different function and building complexity (e.g.
material stored, office space, loading bays, etc.)
The results from the evaluation tests were statistically
analysed using the coefficient of variation method. This
technique is widely used as the most common criteria for
the determination of the accuracy of an estimating method
or model [29]. CV is defined as:
CV 

Standard Deviation of Residuals Sr 
Mean Cost of All Schemes ⫺ Actual Ma 

Thus, CV can be termed as the estimating error where:
accuracy  1 ⫺ % estimating error, and therefore:
accuracy  100 ⫺ CV.
7. Results
A summary of the results is shown in Fig. 5. The graph
shows the average CV of each of the two techniques.
Exactly the same feature weightings were used for both
the NN retrieval and the context guided retrieval. An average CV of zero would indicate perfect accuracy.
A major study of the accuracy of estimation in the
construction industry revealed that an accuracy ranging
from ^ 15% to ^ 20% is acceptable for early stage estimating of construction costs [29]. Therefore, the majority of
the estimates using context guided retrieval were well
within acceptable error, whilst only a few approach the ^
20% limit. However, the flat representation using standard
nearest neighbour failed in the majority of tests. The accu-
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Fig. 5. The average CV of nearest neighbour and context guided retrieval.

racy of the context guided retrieval is increased because it
can find nearest neighbours for individual elements of buildings, whereas the other technique cannot find a whole building that matches well enough.
Because the sample size was low (i.e. n  85), the
Students’ t-test was used for statistical analysis. The aim
of this test is to determine whether the results obtained for
the standard nearest neighbour and context guided retrieval
represent significantly different approaches. In statistical
terms this involve testing whether the test samples could
be from the same population. In order to achieve these
results a ‘Paired Sample Student’s t-Test’ was carried out.
The test hypothesis was as follows: Ho: m  0 (the mean of
the difference between the two techniques is zero). t-Tests
were carried out for a 95% level of confidence, which is
accepted as indicating statistical significance. This found
that Ho could be rejected at 95% confidence levels.

8. Conclusion
The systematic evaluation of a CBR system is very difficult because such systems are typically very complex with
many interacting components [30]. Consequently, this study
has simplified the performance of our system down to a
single quantifiable measure -estimating accuracy. We
accept that this measure is a simplification of the performance of our system. Nonetheless, the evaluation demonstrates that the context guided retrieval method out performs
that of the simpler flat-file nearest neighbour method. The
only times that the simpler technique performed acceptably
were when a problem happened to find a close near neighbour within the case-base. When the simpler technique
performed badly it was because it was unable to find a
complete matching case and was forced to use the closest

case that matched on a subset of features. Conversely, when
the context guided retrieval method significantly out
performs the simpler technique it is because it has composed
a solution from many cases. Thus, when a close near neighbour cannot be found the divide and conquer approach,
using context guided retrieval, performs better as the theory
predicts. It is interesting to note that that the simpler technique usually recognises which case can contribute most to
solution, but, by being unable to use snippets from other
cases as well, its accuracy is reduced.
We recognise that this is still a fairly limited study,
although the sample size is much greater than that reported
in [1]. We have shown that for our tests the context guided
retrieval is more accurate than the standard nearest. neighbour retrieval. Moreover, there is a 95% confidence that this
technique is statistically different from the standard nearest
neighbour retrieval. The number of tests is still limited and
therefore it would be unwise to rely too heavily on the
simple statistical analysis performed here. However, the
results are indicative and support the view that divide and
conquer, through problem decomposition and solution
recomposition, is an effective method of solving problems
with large complex cases. The context guided retrieval
method evaluated here may also be a useful way of reducing
the problems of conflicting constraints between parts of the
solution. The fact that the case-base was populated with an
evenly distributed set of cases may have skewed our results.
Although from the results it would appear that this should
skew the results in favour of the simpler method. Since it
performs better when a close good match can be found, one
would expect it to perform more erratically with a more
unevenly distributed case-base. Finally, it was interesting
to see that the case-based estimator performed as well as
the rule-based estimation system, with a mean error of 2%.
The rule-based estimator took over three person years to
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implement, whilst the case-based estimator took less than
half that time. This further supports the many findings that
show that CBR systems can be implemented quicker than
their rule-based counterparts [31, 32].
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